
HOUSEHOLD AVERAGE INCOME
Outcome indicator

Indicator Phrasing

English: the average monthly income of the target households in the past [specify the number]
months

French: le revenu mensuel moyen des ménages cibles au cours des [précisez le nombre] derniers
mois

Portuguese: rendimento médio mensal dos agregados familiares-alvo nos passados [especifique o
número] meses

Czech: průměrný měsíční přijem cílových domácností během posledních [určete počet] měsíců

What is its purpose?

The indicator assesses the average income the target households' members generated over a certain
period of time. While the indicator is commonly used, it often provides unreliable data (see comments
below). If possible, replace (or complement) it by using consumption and assets-based indicators.

How to Collect and Analyse the Required Data

Collect the following data by conducting individual interviews with a representative sample of your
target group members:

  

RECOMMENDED SURVEY QUESTIONS (Q) AND POSSIBLE ANSWERS (A)

Q1: Can you please tell me from which activities you earned money in the past [specify the number]
months?

Q2: Rephrase the same question by asking about other household members' sources of income (e.g.
husband or son's source of income).

A1-2: if you conduct the survey in an area with a limited number of income sources, pre-define the
answers accordingly; otherwise you can create more general categories (e.g. from 1) formal
employment; 2) sale of products/ services; ...)

  

Q3: In the past [specify the number] months, did you or your household members receive any money
from your relatives or friends? (e.g. remittances)

A3: yes / no
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Q4: In the past [specify the number] months, did you or your household members receive any money
from the government or a non-governmental organization?

A4: yes / no

  

Q5: In the past [specify the number] months, did you or your household members receive money from
any other source that has not been mentioned?

A5: yes / no

  

Q6: Ask the respondent about each of the income source the different family members used: In the
past [specify the number] months, how much money did you/ another family member get from [specify
the source]?

A6: ......... [specify the amounts and currency per each income source]

      

Calculate the indicator's value by summing up the total income of all the interviewed households
(including all their members) and dividing it by the number of assessed households.

Important Comments

1) Given all the limitations of collecting data for this indicator (see the points below), it is
recommended that you either use a different indicator or complement it with relatively
more accurate indicators, such as Wealth Quintile or Household Consumption. Alternatively, focus
on assessing the average income from a specific source only (for example, from the sale of
agricultural production).

   

2) The vast majority of people – most likely including you – are uncomfortable about telling others
about their real income. Respondents may evade questions or give inaccurate answers (due to
various reasons, such as lack of trust, fear of being excluded from receiving external assistance, or
taxation-related concerns). Before the data collector starts the interview, s/he needs to gain the
respondent's trust – therefore, ensure that the data collectors explain carefully why your agency
needs the data, how it will (not) be used and why it is important that the information the respondent
provides is correct.

  

3) Household income is not necessarily a good indicator of household's well-being. A rural
household that earns an average of 100 USD per month, does not pay any rent and produces most of
its food might be much better off than an urban household earning 250 USD per month. Compare data
from households with similar characteristics only.

  

4) The longer recall period you use, the less precise the answers you will get (people simply do not
remember all the different income sources and the amounts they gained and very few of them keep
any written records). At the same time, using a very short recall period call might capture only a part of
the reality, resulting in receiving imprecise data. If people have a smaller number of more regular
sources of income, you can use a longer recall period (e.g. 3 months). If it is the other way round, it is
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recommended to use a short recall period (e.g. one month).

  

5) Be aware that if you interview only one household member, s/he might not have a complete
overview of the other members' income. If your survey's piloting shows such a situation, you might
need to invest time in interviewing every earner in a household.

  

6) Income is often prone to significant seasonal variations (especially in the rural areas where
people's income is determined by the sale of their harvest, seasonal employment, etc.). Do your best to
collect baseline and endline data in the same period of a year; otherwise it is very likely that they will
not be comparable. Furthermore, in many contexts, household income is very irregular – a household
can earn very little for, let's say, two months and then receive a large one-off income in the following
month. Before you conduct your survey, assess the income regularity (and seasonality) and adjust the
survey's methodology accordingly.

  

7) Keep in mind that household income is not always distributed equally between members,
resulting in gaining skewed data on the household members' access to income – especially with
regards to women and children. Therefore, when measuring households' income, always complement it
with a measurement of who decides how household income will be used. 
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